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M'Tech Environmental Science and Engineering

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES

PO -l Engin€ering knowledge Graduates'will have a thorough understanding of core Chemical engineering

principles La thei. apptication in design, analysis, and manufacturing of varidus equiPment related to chemical

proaess

PO -2 Design and development Graduates will have the ability to design' conduct experiments' analyse and

inierpret dati, ana make aecisions based on relevant engineering and scientific knowledge

PO -3 Mod€rn tool usage Graduates \ryill be proficicnt in using modern tools and lechniques includrng soltware

packages, in the design and analysis ofany real chemical Process

PO -4 Project management ,nd linanc€: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the engineering and

management prin"ipleJ *d apPly these to one's o\m work ,as a member and leader in a team' to manage projects

and in multidisciplinary environments'

po -5 problem analysis Graduates will have the ability to identiry, formulate, and solve complex engineering

proulems related to Chemical Engineering process using analfical' numerical' and experimental methods

PO -6 Individual and team work 1;*6un1s5 will have the ability to work in multidisciPlinary teams and

communicate effectively with other professionals from different fields

PO-8 Environment and sustainability At the end ofthe Program' a student shall hea to understand the

impact of the Professional engineering ;olutions in societal and envirorunental contexts' d demonstmle the

knowledge of, and need fot sustainable development

PG9 Lifelong learning Graduates will have the ability to engage in lifelong leaming and keep themselves up{o-

date with the latest developments in Chemical engine€rin8 '

PG10 Conduct investigations oI comPlex problems: At the end ofthe Progam' a student shall be able to use

research-based knowledg€ and research methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of

dala, and synthesis ofthe information to providevalid conclusions

PGll The Engin€€r and society Graduates will have the ability to pulsue careers in various industries including

manufacturing, automotive, aerospace, and energy, as well as in reseaJch and academia '

PO -12 Communicstion At the end of the Program, a student shall be able to communicate effectively on

receive clear instructions
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Programme Specific Outcomes of M.Tech Environmental Science
and Engineering

PS0-1 Graduates will be able to apply their knowledge of environmental
science and engineering to idendry, analyze and solve complex
environmental problems.

PSO-2 Graduates will be able to design and implement effective
environmental management strategies to mitigate enyironmental pollution
and degradation

(
PSO-3 Graduates rvill be able to apply their knowledge and skills to evaluate
the environmental impacts of engineering projects and provide solutions to
minimize the negative impacts.
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Programme Outcomes of M.Tech Cement and Ceramic Engineering

PO-l Engineering knowledge Student will be able to apply the knowledge of related to ceramics, cement
and materials to solve engineering problems

PO-2 Cotrduct itrvestigations of problems Student will be able to Identify and formulate complex
synthesis routes for various area related to ceramics, cement and materials engineering.

PO-3 Research and investigations A student will be able to conduct invcstigations of ceramics and

cement mate.ials .using various advanced chamcterization techniques, analyse e and interpret data to
draw valid conclusions

PO-4 Design and dev€lopmeot Student will Possess skills in the design of experiments, modelling and

simulation related to Cement and Ceramic materials.

PO-5 Multidisciplinary tasks As student will be able to carry out laboratory work and multidisciplinary
tasks involving Cement and Ceramic engineering and, materials science.

PO-6 Advanced techniques A student will able to synthesize Cement and ceramic materials and

develop advanced techniques for various applications

PO-? Pmblem solving A student will propagate their knowledge and address problems of social
relevance such as energy environment and medicine through their specific electives

PO{ The f,trgitreer and society A student will be able to analyse the impact ofCement and Ceramic
material

PO-9 Introvative ideas Student can execute their own innovative ideas in the form ofprojecls, product

design and development.

PO-10 lifelong leartring- Student will devclop confidence for self-education and ability for lifelong
leaming.

PG11 Ethic Commit to professional and ethical responsibilities as an engineer

PO-I2 Individurl and t€am work A student can rnake use of their expertise in environmental engineering
and technology principles to manage multi disciplinary projects as an in dividable or as a member or
leader in a team is on society including environment, health and ecosystem
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Programme Specific Outcomes of M.Tech Cement and Ceramic
Engineering

PSO-I Apply knowledge of materials science and engineering to analyze
and design cement and ceramic materials for various applications.

PSO-2 Aaalyze and design processes for the production, processing, and
characterization of cement and ceramic materials.

PSO- 3 Apply principles of sustainability and environmental management in
the production and use ofcement and ceramic materials.
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PROGRAMME OUTCOMES

PO-l Engin€ering knowledge Graduate will Apply the knowledge of mathematics' science and engineering

fundamentals and Petroleum engineering sPeciatization to provide solution for complex Petroleum engineering

problems in society, institutions, academia aid .esearch

PG2 Design and development Graduate will be able to u5€ theoretical and practical knowledge in petroleum

fields to an;lyse and designing various complex pekoleum engineering problems in evaluating static and dynamic

models of sub surface reservoiE to dmw substantiated inferences using

PG3conduct investigations of probl€ms Graduate will have a ability to emciently estimate the resource and

produce the crude oil id natuml ;as from subsudace to meet specified needs with appropriate constraints such as

public health, safety, cultural, and environmental considemtions

PO 4 Problem analysis Craduates will have a ability to Identiry problems in upstream' midslream and

downstream (entire value chain) and use research-based knowledge and methods, including design, analysis and

interpretado;ofdata perlainingto petroleum field and synthesize ofthe information to Provide valid conclusions

PGsTheEngineer,ndsocietyGraduatewillbeabletoestablishacloselinkageswithpetroleuminduskiesto
conduct resear-ch at the university that will fulfil the needs ofthe society at national and global levels'

PG6Environmcnt and sustainrbility At the end of the Program, a student will hecome familiar with

environmentally sound exploration, evaluation and recovery of hydrocarbons from the earth by b€aring in mind

the responsibilities retevant to professional engineering pmctices

PG7 Multidisciplin&ry Approach Graduate will have a ability to work in multidisciplinary domain ofpetroleum

industry and successfuily communicate the various features of petroleum with the technical and non-technical

personals.

PG8 Ethics Graduates will have the ability to apply ethical and professional principles in their eng;neerrng

pmctice and demonsEate awareness of social, environme al, and economic impacts of engineering solutions

ethicalty and apply its principals in professional engineering practices in unbiased and fair marmer'

pGg lndividual and team work Gmduate will be able to develop individual thinking with ef€ctive contribution

and function as a cohesive team membet or leader in diverse and muhidisciplinary professional environment'

pO-10 Communicstion Graduate will communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the

engineering community and wilh sociefy.

PO-ll Project management Gmduate will be able to demonstEte knowledge and understanding ofengineering

management principles and apply to manage p€troleum industry projects'

PO-12 Lifelong le{ming Graduate can r@ognize the need for the futuristic technical knowhow for lifelong

leaming in the c;ntext of c-hanging scientific concept and technology development in Petroleum induslry
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PROGRAMME OUTCOMES

po-l Research lclivities: A student will be able to carry out research/investigation in d€pendently

and development work to solve practical problems.

PO-2 Report work A student will be able to write and present a substantial technical report/document

PO-3 Etrgineering kDowledge Students should be able to demonstrate a degree ofmastery over the area

as per thJspecialiiation ofthi program. The mastery should be at a level higher than the requirements in

the appropriate baohelor program.

PO-4 Problem solving A student can apply the knowledge ofenvironmental sciences to solve

engineering problems.

PO-5 Design and dev€topment Student will Possess skills in the design ofexperiments' modelling and

simulalion related lo environmental engineering

PO-6 Multidisciplinery Approach Student will be able to Carry out laboratory work and

multidisciplinary taski involving microbiology, anal)'tical techniques, water and waste water analysis' air

and soil testing.

PO-7 Environment and sustainability Student can update the knowledge on n novel environmental

remediation methodologies and design suitable retro fits to improve the efficiency ofthe conventional

methods practiced

PO-8 The Engineer atrd society Student can propagate their knowledge and address problems ofsocial

relevance towards environment mitigation strategies

PO-g lnnovative ideas Student can execute their own innovative ideas in the form ofprojects 'product
design and development

PO-10 lifetong leartring- Student will Develop confidence for self-education and ability y for lifelong

learning.

PO-l1 Ethic Commit to professionaland ethical responsibilities as an engineer

PO-12Individuat snd tesm workA student can make use oftheir expenise in environmentalengineering

ona t""t notogy p.in"iples to manage multi disciplinary projects as an in dividable or as a member or

leader in a team
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Programme Specific Outcomes of B.Tech Chemical Engineering

PSO-I Graduate will have ability to apply knowledge of mathematics,
science, and engineering in the field of chemical engineering to solve
complex engineering problems.

PSO-2 Graduate will have abilityto develop and implement chemical
engineering solutions that are sustainable, economically feasible, and
environmentally friendly.

PSO-3 Ability to design and evaluate chemical processes and equipment
using contemporary engineering tools and techliques.

Programme Specific Outcomes of B.Tech Petro Chemical
Engineering

PSO-I Graduate will have knowledge of Petrochemical Engineering:
Graduates will have a strong foundation in petrochemical engineering
concepts, including the design, operation, and optimization ofpetrochemical
processes.

PSO-2 Graduate will have skills in Petrochemical Process Design:
Graduates will be able to design and analyze petrochemical processes and
equipment, and will be able to select appropriate materials, equipment. and

technologies for specific applications.

PSO-3 Graduate will have ability to Manage Petochemical Projects:
Graduates will have the skills to plan, orgaaize, and rnanage petrochemical
prqects, including the ability to prepare project reports, cost estimates, and
feasibility studies.


